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ABOUT STREZOV SAMPLING

STREZOV SAMPLING © is a division of STREZOV MUSIC PRODUCTIONS LTD – a company created by 
George Strezov – orchestrator, composer and orchestra/choir contractor in Sofia, Bulgaria.



We have been sampling since December 2012 when we started out with Storm Choir 1 and 
throughout that time we learned and incorporated a lot into our products.



Our team is passionate about sample libraries because at the end we are the first customers of 
the products – we are composers and arrangers working around the world.



Our headquarters are based in Sofia, Bulgaria where we record the fantastic musicians and singers 
that breathe life into the tiny .wav samples that we later include into Kontakt.

DISCLAIMER / PHILOSOPHY

We would like to note that, in our pursuit for more lively and natural samples, we tend to avoid a 
few things that are considered commonplace.



We used some normalization on the samples, but tried to keep the depth of the instrument 
dynamics.



We embrace candid, lively samples that include some natural imperfections.

ABOUT THE CREATIVE TOOLBOX - Drums & Percussion

“    marks the spot”, remember?



To commemorate 10 years of Strezov Sampling we have created the "Creative ToolboX".



The primary focus of this series is to serve all aspiring songwriters and producers as a sort of “one-
stop VI shop”, giving everyone the sonic variety and freedom they’re in need of.



The drums and percussion are just the first part of the COMPLETELY FREE VIRTUAL BAND we’re aiming 
at giving all of you who read this!



So, join us and rise to the top of the charts with the help of The Creative ToolboX!



We're thankful to have had you on our side for these 10 years, and here's to many more to come!


The LIBRARY

“The Creative ToolboX - Drums & Percussion” consists of 3 patches - Drum Machines, Drums, 
Percussion.



Each of those have similar controls, but each of the instruments comes with their specifics.
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DRUM MACHINES

Like with any of our other libraries, we have made sure that you have control over every important 
and creative aspect of the sounds included in any particular instrument. In this case we have 
separated all the different parts of the 2 (two) drum machines which we have sampled for the 
library. You can adjust the volume, solo or mute any of the sounds - Kick, Snare, Clap, Hi-hat, Low 
Tom, High Tom & Cymbals. You also have the option to fiddle with the pitch of any of the 
instruments, adjust the panning and reverb send level for any of those.



On the top left part of the GUI you can find the “Alt. Kit” button, which activates the second drum 
machine sampled for this instrument. However, each one of those two drum machines has an 
additional option for being used with FX/processed samples, as these sounds can be triggered with 
the FX Processed button right next to the “Alt. Kit” button. Those two work as a general switch for all 
the samples within the drum machine. We’ve also made it possible to change the sound of only 
one part of the kit, for example the Clap, Low Tom, etc, by clicking on the “Alt. Kit” and “FX” switches 
located at the bottom of each drum piece section.



Each of the different drum pieces can have additional processing through any of the 4 FX we have 
included in the library - Saturation, EQ, Compressor and Transient Shaper. With those you can 
modify the sound and get creative to a large extent in regards to sound shaping. In order to 
engage the FX for any different drum piece, you have to select the desired section by clicking on 
the dotted field below the section bubble and then you can adjust the FX for this particular drum 
piece.



The Reverb included in the library is for the whole instrument, but you could still adjust the amount 
for the different drum kit sections with the relative “Reverb send” knob. Mind you, in order to hear 
the result, the Reverb should be turned "On" first.
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DRUMS

The layout of the Drums instrument is pretty similar to the one of the Drum Machines, with just a few 
differences.



The first important feature is the option to switch between the drum-kit styles - drums being 
played with Sticks, Brushes or Rods as each of these has been recorded separately. You could 
choose your kit from the GUI (bottom center) or use the first 3 keyswitches located on C0, D0 and 
E0 for that.



Also, we have recorded 2 different snares for any of those 3 styles of playing, in order to give even 
wider sound options. Switching between Snare 1 and Snare 2 can be done in the GUI from the 
toggle in the snare section, or using keyswitches F0 (for Snare I) and G0 (for Snare II).

And being aware that the search for the perfect snare is the hardest thing to do in music 
production, we’ve decided to broaden the options to another extent - we sampled each of those 
different snares with its spring on and off. Switching between those different samples can be done 
again, through the in interface (Closed / Open Snare Springs toggle) or through the keyswitch 
located on A0. All this gives you a total of 12 (twelve) snare sounds to choose from, all recorded 
separately.



Similar to the Drum machines Patch, in the layout of the Drums you can still adjust the volume of 
each drum piece, solo or mute, adjust the panning and pitch. However, each of the different drum 
pieces can have different send levels to the OH and Room mics, creating a wide variety of sounds 
and mix options. For some of the groups (like Toms, OH and ROOM) we’ve added a few additional 
controls which could be useful for creating your perfect volume balance. You are able to adjust the 
volume and pitch of each of the different Toms (Low, Mid and High); the same goes for each of the 
cymbals (Crash I, Crash II and Ride) in the OH and ROOM microphones.



Each of the drum pieces can have additional processing and FX, similar to the Drum Machines 
patch: you can select any of the different drum pieces and tweak its Saturation, EQ, Compressor 
and Transient Controls. The Reverb is affecting the whole instrument, just like all 3 patches within 
the library.
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PERCUSSION

The layout of the Percussion patch is designed to give you full control over the different 
instruments which are included in the patch. There are 15 instruments included:

 Bongos 
 Bongos 
 Conga 1

 Conga 
 Cajo
 Rototom

 Castanet
 Guir
 Cabasa

 Shaker 
 Shaker 
 Agogo

 Cowbel
 Clave
 Chimes

For any of those, you have the option to solo or mute, to control volume, panning, pitch, room send 
level and reverb send level separately. Similar to the other 2 patches within the library, you could 
adjust different FX to any of the different instruments by selecting the instrument and tweaking the 
desired FX, included in the bottom panel of the GUI.

All the different instruments are colored differently and on the Kontakt keyboard you can see the 
different colors, which show the position of each instrument and how many articulations it offers. 
Bear in mind that every single key on the keyboard is responsible for a different articulation of the 
given instrument. Example: C0 to E0 is blue, and this is the color for the Bongos 1 instrument. 
However, the articulations are as follows:


C0 - Center hit    C#0 - Center muted hit    D0 - Side Hit    D#0 - Ghost x1    E0 - Ghost x3• • • •

Detailed information about each single articulation for each single instrument can be found in the 
Info panel located at the very bottom of the library as soon as you play any of the playable keys.
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TECHNICAL DETAILS

Each drum piece from the Drums patch and Percussion patch was recorded with 5 round-robins 
and with 4 dynamic layers in order to provide maximum realism when being played. However, due 
to the nature of the instrument, the Drum machines were sampled with 1 RR and 1 dynamic layer.

Drum Machines
Kit 1 - Roland TR08

Kit 2 (Alt. Kit) - Behringer RD6

Drum Kit
Kick - Sonor Designer Bass Drum 20x17’

Snare 1 - Ludwig Supraphonic 70s 14x5’

Snare 2 - Ludwig Supraphonic 70s 14x5’ + (Big Fat Snare Drum Steve's Donut 14")

Toms - Yamaha DW

HH - Zildjian 13’

Cymbal 1 - Zildjian Custom 20’

Cymbal 2 - Custom 16’

Ride - Zildjian Constantinople 22’

Percussion
1. Bongos 1

Center hit Center muted hit Side hit Ghost x1 Ghost x3
2. Bongos 1

Center hit Center muted hit Side hit Ghost x1 Ghost x3
3. Conga 1

Center hit Center muted hit Side hit Ghost x1 Ghost x3
4. Conga 2

Center hit Center muted hit Side hit Ghost x1 Ghost x3
5. Cajon

Bass hit Hihat Side hit Ghost x1 Ghost x3
6. Rototom

Center hit n/a Side-rim hit Ghost x1 Ghost x3
7. Castanets

Normal hit n/a n/a Ghost x1 Ghost x3
8. Guiro

Short hit n/a Long scratch n/a Short scratch
9. Cabasa

Normal hit n/a n/a n/a n/a
10. Shaker 1

Down Up Crescendo 1 Crescendo 2 Crescendo 3
11. Shaker 2

Down Up Crescendo 1 Crescendo 2 Crescendo 3
12. Agogo

Normal n/a n/a n/a n/a
13. Cowbell

Open n/a Closed Ghost x1 Ghost x3
14. Claves

Normal hit n/a n/a n/a n/a
15. Chimes

Normal slide n/a n/a n/a n/a
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INSTALLATION / SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Powered by the free Native Instruments Kontakt Player v7.0.11 or higher.



Approx. 4GB Hard drive space (~2GB for the archived files and ~2.2GB for the unzipped library)



Internet access



Min. of 4GB RAM



Available for download and installation directly via Native Access.



Want to install on your own, instead? Please follow the link below:


MANUAL SETUP INSTRUCTIONS

LICENSE AGREEMENT
When you purchase a product from “Strezov Sampling”, you obtain a unique download link


for sound samples, loops and/or software from www.strezov-sampling.com.



However, we should point out that you ARE NOT obtaining ownership of the sound samples—you

are purchasing only a valid license to use our products in your musical compositions—whether or 

not they are released commercially.



You agree to the full Terms and Conditions on our site.
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CREDITS

Recording engineers

 • 

Recorded at


Mixing engineer


 • • • 



Conceptual Design, UX & Scripting


Artwork & UI Design


Marketing


 • • • 



Sample editing & mapping

 •  • 

 •  • 
 • 

Beta testing

 •  • 

 • • • 



Performed by


 • • • 



Produced by


Plamen Penchev Kiril Georgiev



Sofia Session Studio B



Plamen Penchev (drums & percussion)

Boris Nenov (drum machines)



Matt Constantine



Boyan Yordanov



Robin Birner



Iavor Pachovski Hristo Penev Alexander Kostov

Azad Agassian Kiril Georgiev Velislava Georgieva


Hristian Hristov Boris Nenov



Alexander Kostov Azad Agassian Iavor Pachovski



Stefan Cekov (drums)

Nikola Petrov (percussion)


Boris Nenov (drum machines)



GEORGE STREZOV

The LIBRARY
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